Learn how to defeat diabetes with NEWSTART'S 3-day program!

Type 2 Diabetes accounts for 90% of cases of diabetes Worldwide.

Learn how you can help treat this Reversible Disease

At NEWSTART you will learn how to:

- Prevent, improve, or reverse type 2 diabetes
- Manage blood sugars and lose weight safely
- Stop painful neuropathy
- Prepare healthy and delicious meals
- Make good restaurant choices
- Increase your exercise capacity

Join us for 3 power-packed days of informative lectures, healthy cooking classes, and Q&A sessions with diabetes experts who want to help cure you—not just treat you!

*During the program you will:*

- Consult with our team of physicians and diabetes experts
- Gain support from other participants
- Learn lifestyle tips from former diabetics
- Begin the process of living, looking and feeling your very best

Not diabetic? This program will also help you reduce your risk of many other diseases including hypertension, stroke, and heart disease.

---

**Reversing Diabetes**

Diabetes kills 160,000 Americans every year. [Dr. Neil Nedley](#) explains the simple cause of this deadly disease and the program that can help you avoid or reverse it.
For registration information

Call (800) 525-9192 or visit newstart.com

Special Offer: Bring a spouse or loved one along and receive double occupancy discounts! For a Limited Time Only!

This is also an excellent training opportunity for caregivers and spouses of those with diabetes or prediabetes.
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